The origin of binaural interaction in the modulation domain.
The purpose of these experiments was to assess whether the detection of diotic 5 Hz "probe" modulation of a 4000 Hz sinusoidal carrier was influenced by binaural interaction of "masker" modulators presented separately to each ear and applied to the same carrier. A 50 Hz masker modulator was applied to one ear and the masker modulator applied to the other ear had a frequency of 55 or 27.5 Hz. The starting phase of the masker modulators was fixed, and the starting phase of the probe modulator was varied. For both pairs of masker modulators, the threshold for detecting the probe modulation varied slightly but significantly with probe starting phase. Further experiments measuring probe detectability as a function of probe modulation depth did not provide clear evidence to support the idea that the internal representations of the masker modulators interacted binaurally to produce a weak distortion component in the internal representation of the modulation at a 5 Hz frequency. Also, the obtained phase effects were not correctly predicted using a model based on short-term loudness fluctuations.